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Fels presents a new collection of lighting, furniture and accessories by contemporary design studio,
LS GOMMA at TANK Magazine’s exhibition space on Great Portland Street in Fitzrovia, London.

The show includes reiterations of LS GOMMA’s acclaimed rubber and metal mesh works, a signature
material combination developed by the studio to create functional vessels that are waterproof, flexible
objects in satisfyingly fluid forms. This series has now been extended to include various lighting
designs, utilising the translucent qualities of the material to form shades through explorations in
pigmenting and surfacing techniques, paired with stainless steel armatures. Also on show are the
slick, minimal forms of the Satellite Stool and the U-Table. The first a contemporary re-working of a
stool by Belgian brutalist architect Juliaan Lampens realised in folded aluminium, the other an equally
brutalist form comprising three heavy duty sections of aluminium profile, bolted together to form a
table and presented with powder coated and rubber sprayed finishes. There is a distinctive
retro-futuristic aesthetic throughout these works, an homage to a design language of the past that has
been updated through a new materiality.

The Satellite stool by LS GOMMA

About LS GOMMA

LS GOMMA is a contemporary design studio working across the development of lighting, furniture
and homeware pieces. Exploring production techniques and new materiality within the domestic
realm, the studio questions the existing typologies of furniture. Objects are rooted in function but
designed to incorporate an inherent gesture extending beyond.

Website Instagram

https://www.lsgomma.net/
https://www.instagram.com/ls.gomma/


Left to right: ISSA floor lamp; Satellite stool; ISSA vase; U table by LS GOMMA
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For further information please contact Finbar Conran or Oscar Mitchell at contact@fels.world

About Fels

Through the presentation of unique artworks, hybrid objects and furniture, Fels aim to continue their
research of the various intersections connecting function, aesthetics, concept and outcome. Previous
exhibitions include: Where Things Land Down Against The Grain In The Direction Of Colour and
Beyond Industry.

Instagram

About TANK

Tank is an independent UK-based magazine launched in 1998. It is a quarterly publication, printed in
the UK, that covers contemporary culture, fashion, art, architecture, technology and politics.

Website Instagram

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1hVSB1N6FiqfB64xdmA2-DkAvS2R86R0U?usp=share_link
https://www.fels.world/about
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1NTqO8WMRrpROW8Vc7InLoykGLgHHVmLN?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1vI4CAHNKlptu3-BSNA43_kps0K6YgJLC?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Hk-jKue0S_ZTDT3Jm8mt6We8_m_JP4KV?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1TgfUaKOzOokb7GeFTEFCr6JB16LRCqbt?usp=share_link
https://www.instagram.com/fels.world/
https://tankmagazine.com/
https://www.instagram.com/tankmagazine/

